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Abstract 

In a rapidly changing environment, organizations must adapt their business processes 
continuously. While numerous methods enable enterprises to conceptualize and analyze their 
organizational structure, the task of business process modeling remains complex and time-
consuming. However, by reusing and adapting existing process models, enterprises can reduce 
the task’s complexity while improving the quality of results. To facilitate the identification of 
adaptable processes, several techniques of business process similarity (BPS) have been proposed 
in recent years. Although most approaches produce sound results in controlled evaluations, this 
paper argues that their applicability is limited when analyzing real-world processes, which do 
not fully comply with notational labeling specifications. Consequently, we aim to enhance 
existing BPS techniques by using corpus statistics to account for the explanatory power of words 
within labels of process models. Results from our evaluation suggest that corpus statistics can 
improve BPS computations and can positively influence the quality of practical implications.  

Keywords 
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Introduction 
Today’s enterprises operate in a rapidly changing environment. Due to the ongoing globalization and 
technological advancements, market pressure increased tremendously in recent years. Thus, enterprises 
must actively manage and optimize their business processes to ensure their long-term competitiveness. 
However, to capture potential benefits from Business Process Management (BPM), enterprises must 
document and model their organizational structure appropriately. While various process modeling 
techniques can be utilized to construct an analytical foundation for BPM activities, the task itself remains 
time-consuming and is biased by modelers’ individual perceptions (Becker et al. 2000).  

As digitization and supply chain integration result in an increasing process complexity, reusing an 
industry’s best practices can reduce BPM-induced costs and improve process quality (Martens et al. 2014). 
However, syntactic and semantic ambiguities can hamper potential benefits if process modeling is based 
on an enterprise-specific vocabulary. In fact, if enterprises use external documentations to support their 
operations, they need to control for synonyms and homonyms in order to avoid misunderstandings 
(Dijkman et al. 2011). In addition, extensive experience and expert knowledge is necessary to identify and 
fully harness organizational improvement potentials. Recently, numerous contributions have introduced 
methods and techniques to match business process models (Dijkman et al. 2009; Dijkman et al. 2011; van 
Dongen et al. 2013), mostly focusing on the use of distance measures and lexical-semantic databases to 
identify similar fragments of business processes and their underlying process graphs. 
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However, these approaches tend to overlook the structure and composition of labels comprised by a process 
model. Using the example of the Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC), the labeling of functions is formally 
limited to an object-verb-combination (Hoffmann et al. 1993). To address various organizational demands, 
these notational specifications are frequently modified. Analyzing our real-world process repository, the 
average number of words for labeling functions adds up to 5.2. While a more detailed labeling can increase 
the understandability of process models, we can typically neglect the explanatory power of additional words 
(Li et al. 2006). However, as existing approaches mostly consider full labels for business process similarity 
(BPS) computation, results frequently lack efficiency and accuracy. Consequently, we summarize our 
research question as follows: 

“How can we improve the efficiency and accuracy of existing BPS methods when evaluating real-world 
process data?” 

To address this research question, we apply a Design Science Research (DSR) methodology to develop our 
contribution. As our research progressed, we iteratively developed the configuration of the artifact 
(Baskerville et al. 2009). Following Gregor and Hevner’s knowledge contribution framework, we consider 
our DSR contribution an exaptation of corpus statistics to measures of process similarity in the field of BPM 
(Gregor and Hevner 2013). It has explanatory power and provides design practice theory for the design and 
improvement of further methods that aim to improve BPS techniques. 

Following the DSR paradigm, our contribution is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of 
related work on BPS. Necessary theoretical foundations are introduced in Section 3, and Section 4 presents 
current methods for BPS computation. Subsequently, Section 5 integrates the concept of corpus statistics 
into the predefined BPS measures, which are experimentally evaluated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 
concludes with a summary of findings, limitations, and future research potentials.  

Related Work 
As BPM generally comprises a body of methods, techniques, as well as tools and systems to identify, 
prioritize, analyze, improve, and monitor business processes, BPS can support several activities within 
established BPM lifecycle models (Dumas et al. 2013). The relevance of BPS methods tends to increase as 
more enterprises aim to address dynamically changing market conditions by holistic BPM approaches, 
based on collaboration and decentralization (Imgrund et al. 2017). As many organizational stakeholders 
participate in BPM activities, such as process identification and discovery, enterprises can access a large 
amount of previously neglected business processes that typically exceeds the capabilities of traditional BPM 
approaches by far. To ensure the manageability of these growing process repositories, methods of BPS 
provide means to structure and organize processes, e.g. in terms of detecting redundancies, inconsistencies, 
and notational violations.  

As a conceptual foundation, Dijkman et al. (2011) provide a detailed overview of existing methods for 
computing BPS and their practical evaluation. In fact, BPS techniques are categorized into metrics for 
comparing single process elements or full-scale process models, with both categories closely related, as the 
similarity of process models is based on a mapping of their corresponding process elements. While syntactic 
similarity is determined by the edit-distance of two labels, semantic similarity accounts for synonyms and 
homonyms by integrating WordNet as a semantic-lexical database (Manning and Schütze 1999). 
Rudimentary evaluating a word’s importance for the meaning of a label, frequently occurring words like ‘a’, 
‘an’, and ‘for’ are eliminated. The resulting mapping is used to compute the label matching, structural, and 
behavioral similarity of business processes (Dumas et al. 2009). 

Li et al. (2006) measure process similarity as the sum of the high-level operations insertion, elimination, 
substitution, and movement to transform one business process model into another. In addition, Ehrig et al. 
(2007) introduce an ontology-based semantic modeling approach ensuring process model interoperability 
and interconnectivity. In fact, they account for the semantic information of each word within a process 
element’s label but do not consider its relevance for the label’s meaning. Van Dongen et al. (2013) widen 
the scope of BPS by evaluating an EPC’s functions regarding their expected behavior. After determining 
syntactic and semantic similarity based on established BPS methods, the mapping is enhanced by 
contextual information of a function’s preceding and succeeding events. In domains that offer a 
standardized and controlled vocabulary, Akkiraju and Ivan (2010) analyze the similarity of two processes 
by computing the ratio of syntactical equally labeled activities to the total number of labels.  
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The Triple-S approach uses the syntactic, semantic, and structural characteristics of process models to 
compute a combined matching score (Cayoglu et al. 2014). The N-Ary Semantic Cluster Matching technique 
further proposes a clustering approach that uses a n-ary cluster matcher based on the measure of semantic 
similarity (Cayoglu et al. 2014). The Extended Semantic Greedy Matching approach utilizes the transition 
of process models to construct a set of pairwise transition matches (REF). Cayoglu et al. (2014) further 
compute the similarity of two labels by treating each label as a bag of words. Subsequently, they perform 
word stemming and use established syntactic and semantic techniques for similarity computation. In 
addition, the Process Matching Using Positional Language Models approach adopts language modeling 
methods from the domain of Information Retrieval (Cayoglu et al. 2014). Particularly, it uses passage-based 
modeling and considers structural features of process models by positional language modeling. As a result, 
the method creates a similarity matrix between process elements and derives correspondences using second 
line matching.  

As many metrics aim to establish an exact matching between two process representations, they are typically 
characterized by a high computation time and complexity, considerably hampering their applicability when 
analyzing and managing large process repositories. To address corresponding challenges, Awad (2007) 
introduces BPMN-Q, which allows enterprises to query a repository for similar business process models 
with a binary match or no match result. In line with that, Yan et al. (2010) abstract business processes to a 
set of constitutive features. Thus, processes stored within a process repository are evaluated against these 
features to establish a similarity ranking by applying feature-based similarity. Consequently, syntactical, 
semantic, and structural characteristics are utilized for process abstraction, while the similarity ranking 
itself results from the ratio of features matched to the total number of features. 

While traditional BPS methods have proven to produce sound results in their various fields of application, 
they do not adequately account for the meaning of words comprised by a process elements label. In 
collaborative environments especially, where all stakeholders of an organization can participate in process 
modeling and typically construct models that do not fully comply with notational specifications, their 
applicability is limited. To address these challenges, we argue that integrating corpus statistics can improve 
the quality and reliability of BPS methods.  

Theoretical Background 
To provide a theoretical foundation for the following sections, relevant preliminaries are presented 
subsequently. Since our German process repository is modeled in EPC notation, its basic features and a 
mathematical formalism are introduced at first. The modeling language aims primarily at the description 
of a process’s underlying business logic, than on its formal specification (van Der Aalst 1999). An EPC 
contains functions, events, and connectors, which are linked by arcs representing the control and 
information flow. To ensure syntactical correctness, functions and events need to be strictly alternating. 
While functions represent a task or activity, events can either be start-points, or end-points, or can mark 
the pre-conditions or post-conditions of functions. As suggested by the academic literature, functions are 
labeled by a combination of the object to be processed and the necessary activity. Similarly, labels of events 
formally comprise the processed object and the executed activity (Hoffmann et al. 1993). Eventually, 
connectors identify logical decision points within a process and can either be conjunctive (“AND”), 
adjunctive (“OR”), or disjunctive (“XOR”) (Thomas and Fellmann 2006). 
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Figure 1: EPC Notation for Business Process Modeling 

Figure 1 illustrates the control flow structure of a business process modeled in EPC. The model describes a 
fragment of the order handling reference process extracted from the ARIS reference model (Scheer and 
Nüttgens 2000). The process is initiated by the activity of contract registration. The contract is then checked 
regarding its compliance with formal requirements and is either approved or scheduled for revision. After 
approval, customer data is handled within a information system and a customer-specific reservation is 
made eventually. The process terminates after the customer’s notification.  

We further define an EPC as a directed graph to analyze its structural characteristics and to apply graph-
based calculation schemes. Thus, methods presented in this paper can be applied to every other graph-
based modeling language like Business Process Modeling and Notation or the Unified Modeling Language 
(Dijkman et al. 2009). Consequently, Definition 1 introduces a set-theoretic abstraction of business 
processes.  

Definition 1 (Business Process Graph). A directed process graph is a tuple (N, E, l), in which:  

• N is a finite set of nodes;  
• 𝐸 ⊑ 𝑁×	𝑁 is a finite set of edges; and  
• l: N ® V is a function that assigns nodes to labels.  

Following Definition 1, an EPC’s functions, events, and connectors are replaced by nodes, while arcs are 
replaced by edges (van Dongen et al. 2013). To analyze full-scale process models, existing metrics to 
compare process elements can be divided into type-based, syntactic, semantic, and contextual similarity 
measures. All metrics return a similarity score between 0 and 1, with 0 implying that the compared elements 
are entirely different and 1 implying their equality (Dijkman et al. 2011). 

As similarity computations should be processed automatically, a mechanism must be defined that 
guarantees the comparison of equal element types (Yan et al. 2010). The formalism presented in Definition 
2 ensures that functions are compared with functions and events are compared with events respectively. 
Subsequently, using Type as a precondition for further similarity computations, the matching of different 
types of elements is avoided.  

Definition 1 (Type-based Similarity). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described by functions, 
events and connectors. Additionally, let n ∈ EPC1 and m ∈ EPC2 be two nodes from the EPCs’ underlying 
process graph. Then ‘type’ is a binary function that returns 1, if and only if the types of the compared 
nodes are identical and 0 otherwise. 

𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒	 𝑛,𝑚 =
1														𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒	 𝑛 = 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒	(𝑚)
0														𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒	 𝑛 ≠ 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒	(𝑚) 

Syntactic equivalence is obtained by adding the number of the edit operations insertion, deletion, and 
substitution to transform one label into another. To measure syntactic similarity, we use the Levenshtein 
Algorithm (Levenshtein 1966). 
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Definition 3 (Syntactic Similarity). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described by EPCn = (En, 
Fn, Cn, ln, An). Additionally, let n ∈ EPC1 and m ∈ EPC2 be two nodes from those EPCs. The nodes are labeled 
by l1(n) and l2(m) with their corresponding length |l1(n)| and |l2(m)|. Then syntactic similarity can be 
calculated using the following formalism: 

𝑠𝑦𝑛 𝑛,𝑚 = 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑛,𝑚 ×(1 −
e𝑑 𝑙: 𝑛 , 𝑙; 𝑚

max 𝑙: 𝑛 |, |𝑙; 𝑚
) 

Although labels are considered as highly representative process features, focusing exclusively on their 
syntax can result in ambiguity-induced inconsistencies because of synonyms and homonyms (Dijkman et 
al. 2011). Thus, the similarity of process elements depends strongly on individual perceptions, negatively 
affecting the quality of results. Consequently, we introduce semantic similarity in Definition 4. For process 
elements of the same type, semantic similarity is based on weighting synonyms and identical words with 
specific weighting factors. Dijkman et al. (2011) suggest a weighting factor of 0.75 for synonyms and 1 for 
identical words, which we set in this paper accordingly. Subsequently, semantic similarity is computed by 
the sum of weights divided by the number of words contained by the longest label. “Synonyms” represents 
a binary function that returns 1 if the compared words are synonyms and 0 otherwise. 

Definition 4 (Semantic Similarity). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described by EPCn = (En, 
Fn, Cn, ln, An). Additionally, let n ∈ EPC1 and m ∈ EPC2 be two nodes from those EPCs labeled by the words 
w1 = l1(n) and w2 = l2(m) with their corresponding number of words |wn|. Then semantic similarity can be 
calculated using the following formalism: 

𝑠𝑒𝑚 𝑛,𝑚 = 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑛,𝑚 ×
:.A	×	 BC∩BE FA.GH× IJKLKJMI	(I,N)O∈PC/PE

R∈PE/PC

STU BC|,|BE
  

Aiming to detect synonyms, we use the semantic-lexical database GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg 1997). 
However, to reduce noise within labels, Dijkman et al. (2011) suggest several preparatory steps. First, 
frequently occurring words like ‘a’, ‘an’, and ‘for’ are eliminated. Second, inflectional and derivationally 
related words are reduced to their infinitive forms by using the technique of word stemming (Porter 1980). 
While the introduced techniques exclusively account for the label of each process element, contextual 
similarity focuses on their preceding and succeeding process elements (van Dongen et al. 2013). In case of 
an EPC, the similarity score of two functions is determined by the similarity of their input and output events 
(Dijkman et al. 2011). To account for this contextual information, we establish an equivalence mapping 
between two process models as introduced in Definition 5. 

Definition 5 (Equivalence Mapping). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPC’s described by EPCn = 
(En, Fn, Cn, ln, An), and let Ln be their corresponding labels. Additionally, let 𝑙(𝑠𝑦𝑛 + 𝑠𝑒𝑚):	𝐿:×𝐿; → 0…1  
be a similarity function that guarantees for all 𝑙: ∈ 𝐿: and 𝑙; ∈ 𝐿;: lsim(l1, l2) = lsim(l2, l1). An optimal 
equivalence mapping 𝑀\I]M

L^N :	𝐿: ↛ 	 𝐿;  is an equivalence mapping, such that for all other equivalence 
mappings M holds that:  

𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑙:, 𝑙; ≥
(\C,\E)∈bc OdefOgh

ijR
𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑙:, 𝑙;

(\C,\E)∈bc OdefOgh

 

Based on the optimal equivalence mapping of two EPCs, contextual similarity can be computed using the 
calculation scheme summarized in Definition 6.  

Definition 6 (Contextual Similarity). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described by EPCn = 
(En, Fn, Cn, ln, An) with 𝑛K ∈ 𝐹K ∪ 𝐸K and let l(syn+sem) be a similarity function. Additionally, let 𝑀\I]M

L^N]K:	𝑛:]K ↛
	𝑛;]Kand 𝑀\I]M

L^NLmN:	𝑛:LmN ↛ 	𝑛;LmN be two optimal equivalence mappings between the preceding and succeeding 
nodes of n1 and n2. 

𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑛,𝑚 = 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑛,𝑚 ×
|𝑀\(IJKFIpM)

L^N]K |

2 ∙ |𝑛]K| ∙ |𝑚]K|
+

|𝑀\(IJKFIpM)
L^NLmN |

2 ∙ |𝑛LmN| ∙ |𝑚LmN|
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Corpus Statistics for Business Process Similarity Computation 
Using traditional BPS methods, we argue that the accuracy of results depends strongly on the length of the 
compared labels. Thus, accurate results are likely only if process elements labels comply with the notational 
specifications introduced in the previous sections. By contrast, if labels contain additional information to 
improve their understandability, traditional techniques show considerable limitations. Thus, this paper 
proposes a novel approach for BPS computation, which is summarized in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Business Process Similarity Computation Diagram 

As the approach is an enhancement of current methods, underlying computation schemes can be modified 
easily. We define a process element’s label as a sequence of words, each carrying useful information. 
However, the degree to which a word contributes to the meaning of a label can vary significantly. We refer 
to that degree as a words information content (IR), which we control for by evaluating a label’s words 
against a text corpus. We adopted this procedure from Li et al. (2006), who utilize the concept of IC to 
determine the similarity of sentences by assigning weighting factors to each word of a sentence according 
to its IC. Words with a limited explanatory power for the sentence’s overall meaning are neglected and thus 
the accuracy of sentence similarity is improved. As our process repository consists exclusively of EPCs 
modeled in German language, we use the Leipzig Corpora Collection as a text corpus for our evaluation 
(Biemann et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the suggested technique is independent of a single natural language. 
In the case of an English repository, it can easily be performed using the Brown Corpus (Kucera and Francis 
1979). The Leipzig Corpora Collection contains over 26 million sentences with more than 425 million tokens 
and is therefore considered as a representative collection of the German language. Meadow et al. (1992) 
have shown that words occurring with a lower frequency contain more information than those with a higher 
frequency (Meadow et al. 1992). Thus, we can utilize this data when determining the IC of a word by 
evaluating its probability of occurrence within the corpus (Li et al. 2006). For example, the German 
equivalent of “fast” occurs 96.674 times in total. By contrast, the German equivalent of “customer” only 
occurs 11.553 times. Thus, according to its IC, the word “customer” has a higher contribution to a label’s 
meaning than “fast”. To incorporate this information into our BPS computations, we assign a weighting 
factor for a word’s relative IC compared to all the other words within that corpus. Definition 7 summarizes 
the proposed formalism. 

Definition 7 (Probability of Occurrence). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described by EPCn 
= (En, Fn, Cn, ln, An). Additionally, let n ∈ EPC1 and m ∈ EPC2 be two nodes from those EPCs labeled by the 
words w1 = l1(n) and w2 = l2(m). Y defines the probability that a word wn, occurs within a lingual corpus.  

Ψ 𝑤K	 =
𝑛 + 1
𝑁 + 1

 

According to Definition 7, the probability for a word to occur in a particular corpus results from the ratio of 
its frequency in the corpus n and its total number of words N (Li et al. 2006). Subsequently, the IC of wn is 
computed using Definition 8. 

Definition 8 (Weighted Information Content). Let EPC1 and EPC2 be two disjoint EPCs described 
by EPCn = (En, Fn, Cn, ln, An). Additionally, let n ∈ EPC1 and m ∈ EPC2 be two nodes from those EPCs labeled 
by the words w1 = l1(n) and w2 = l2(m). Furthermore Y refers to a word’s probability of occurrence. Then 
l(Wn) describes its weighted information content.  
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𝐼 𝑤K = 1 −
log n + 1
log 𝑁 + 1

 

Experimental Evaluation 
After we introduced the measure of IC, the following section aims to evaluate its integration into traditional 
BPS techniques. Gregor and Hevner (2013) argue that a proof-of-concept is a suitable first step when 
evaluating DSR.  

Implementation Setup 

Various authors use reference models for the evaluation of BPS methods (Dijkman et al. 2009; Kunze et al. 
2011). Although a commonly accepted definition is not provided in the academic literature, reference 
models are generally universally applicable, reusable, and contain a set of best practices for an application 
domain (Thomas 2006). Since reference models are abstracted from a set of individual process models, we 
selected the “Sales Order Process” from the ARIS Reference Model for our evaluation, which has already 
been introduced in Figure 1. However, as our n similarity of process elements, we modified each label of 
this process model while leaving the structure unchanged. Due to this additional information, the process’s 
understandability is increased and a more detailed description of the task is provided. However, while 
additional information can be useful within an enterprise, it hampers the inter-organizational 
comparability of process models, e.g. to identify potential synergies resulting from the merger of two 
enterprises. The modified reference process is illustrated in Figure 3. Consequently, we applied the 
following modifications: 

1. References to the task, that are not specified in other process models, were added. 
2. Verbs were attributed by words like “fast”, “accurate” or “thoroughly”. 
3. Unnecessary information such as “via email or letter” were added. 

 
Figure 3: Modified Reference Process Model 

Analyzing both process models, a total of 17 process elements must be compared. The results we report here 
use GermaNet for the detection of synonyms and homonyms. However, due to the computational 
complexity, we reduced the corpus to a fragment of 300.000 randomly selected sentences, containing more 
than 3 million words. Although we evaluated all 149 element combinations of the same type, results are 
limited to optimal matches only.  

Evaluation 

Table 1 summarizes the results of our evaluation. Initially, four experienced process modelers investigated 
both process variants and established an optimal mapping based on human judgment. Resulting 
combinations of process elements are presented in the first column. By using the given references, similar 
process elements can be identified in Figure 1 and 3. Subsequently, the processes were evaluated using 
syntactic, semantic, and contextual similarity with and without IC enabled. The remaining columns 
summarize the generated similarity scores.  
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Table 1: Similarity Measures including Corpus Statistics 
human 

 judgment 
syntactic 
similarity 

syntactic 
similarity 

with IC 

semantic 
similarity 

semantic 
similarity 

with IC 

contextual 
similarity 

contextual 
similarity 

with IC 
(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII) 

(E1) to (E1*) 0.78 0.79 0.50 0.54 0.77 0.78 
(F1) to (F1*) 0.41 0.54 0.64 0.58 0.82 0.83 
(E2) to (E2*) 0.55 0.83 0.67 0.57 1.0 1.0 
(E3) to (E3*) 0.78 0.86 0.60 0.70 0.87 0.9 
(F2) to (F2*) 0.77 0.85 0.70 0.75 0.56 0.62 
(E4) to (E4*) 0.47 0.46 0.40 0.45 0.87 0.9 
(F3) to (F3*) 0.52 0.60 0.50 0.60 1.0 1.0 
(E5) to (E5*) 0.57 0.78 0.40 0.55 0.71 0.79 
(E6) to (E6*) 0.59 0.74 0.33 0.56 1.0 1.0 
(F4) to (F4*) 0.52 0.62 0.33 0.52 0.54 0.71 
(E7) to (E7*) 0.67 0.79 0.50 0.72 0.71 0.79 
(F5) to (F5*) 0.54 0.59 0.40 0.51 0.74 0.78 
(E8) to (E8*) 0.55 0.60 0.40 0.51 0.41 0.48 
(F6) to (F6*) 0.40 0.45 0.29 0.36 0.43 0.52 
(E9) to (E9*) 0.45 0.50 0.33 0.47 0.50 0.57 
(F7) to (F7*) 0.42 0.79 0.60 0.67 0.70 0.74 
(E10) to (E10*) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.83 0.86 

 

However, as human judgment provides the most reliable matching, the quality of results is determined 
within two dimensions. First, the same process elements should be identified as optimal matches by BPS 
methods. Second, the methods should produce high similarity scores for those matches. Investigating the 
first requirement, optimal process element combinations produced by human judgment and by all three 
methods are identical. However, when applying similarity metrics, e.g., for inductive reference modeling, a 
certain threshold determines if two business process elements are similar or not. Thus, if scores fall below 
that threshold, corresponding elements are determined as different, which negatively affects the resulting 
implications. However, regardless of the set threshold, Table 1 shows, that each metric produces better 
scores with IC than without.  

As illustrated in Figure 4, for syntactic similarity, the average similarity score increases from 0.59 without 
IC to 0.69 if IC is enabled. Analyzing semantic similarity, an increase from 0.46 to 0.59 can be observed. 
Finally, contextual similarity shows an average similarity score of 0.73, which increases to 0.78 with IC. 

 
Figure 4: Overview of Average Similarity Scores 

Conclusion 
The present paper aimed to improve traditional BPS metrics by considering the IC of each word contained 
by a process element’s label. Based on the metrics of syntactic, semantic, and contextual similarity, we 
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provided theoretical foundations as well as an empirical evaluation. Our experimental validation suggests 
that the quality of results increases noticeably by integrating IC into the underlying calculation schemes. 
Improvements are mainly because the supposed approach controls for the degree to which a word 
contributes to the meaning of a label. This is achieved by assigning a specific weighting factor to each word 
within a label that is equal to its IC which we retrieved from a representational text corpus. Considering our 
experimental evaluation, metrics are more accurate and reliable with IC than without. Since the similarity 
of business process elements is the basis for metrics that compare full-scale process models, numerous 
application domains, such as Process Mining, Business Process Collection Management, and Inductive 
Reference Modeling can benefit from these findings.  

However, approaches of this kind have a variety of well-known limitations. One major drawback results 
from the statistical noise produced by the used similarity metrics themselves. To generate an equivalence 
mapping between two business processes, a threshold needs to be defined that determines if two business 
process elements are equal or not. Since comprehensive empirical validations are not provided within the 
existing literature, the mapping can be significantly biased by individual perceptions. In line with that, the 
computation of semantic similarity is based on heuristically determined weighting factors. According to an 
experimental validation by Dijkman et al. (2011), weighting factors of 1 for equal words and 0.75 for 
synonyms produce the best results. In addition, the explanatory power of our findings is limited by the 
usage of GermaNet as a lexical-semantic database. Although GermaNet contains more than 100.000 
synsets, its does not sufficiently cover the domain of BPM. Thus, domain-specific vocabulary cannot be 
identified as synonyms, negatively influencing the metric’s applicability. If words cannot be identified 
within the database, a mapping of process elements is exclusively based on syntactic similarity, not taking 
any semantic information into account. Future research should focus on the development of a lexical-
semantic database that accounts for domain-specific vocabulary. Another issue that was not addressed in 
this study was the selection of an adequate text corpus. Like GermaNet, the Leipzig Corpora Selection does 
not provide domain-specific vocabulary and can result in inconsistent IC-scores. Considerably more work 
will need to be done to determine the influence of a corpus on the overall quality of results. Additionally, 
limitations result from the experimental evaluation of our work. Although, the introduced hypotheses are 
experimentally validated, the number of evaluated business process elements is too small to provide 
generalizable implications. Large randomized controlled trials could provide more definitive evidence. 
Finally, other techniques of natural language processing could have a significant impact on the results of 
our approach and must be evaluated in future research. 
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